More storage space in your car

Unique drawer system

More space and overview

Real expertise

Safe
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For professional users, who are on the road

For professional users, who are on the

with a “service” mission and bring certain

road with a “veterinary” mission and bring

parts/tools for this purpose.

certain medication, materials, and/or tools.
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THE FLEET ORGANIZER
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For companies, governments, and

For professionals on the road for general

institutions which have a relevant fleet of

public welfare, with a specially equipped

at least 9 vehicles.

emergency vehicle.

What makes BEKS so unique

Specialised in floor drawer systems

Smart mix of materials

1. Unique drawer conductors:

Stainless steel (inox)

NO telescopic drawer conductors on the side

Aluminium (anodised)

2. Patented locking system of the drawer

Steel components (thermally galvanised)
Lightweight wood (mainly poplars)

YEAR
G UA R A N T EE

Low weight

High load capacity

Results in fuel saving

Pacto-line 60 kg per drawer

or in larger action radius

TopDrawer 100 kg per drawer

Large assortment

BEKS-wizard

Infinite combinations possible

Can be easily configured on our website
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What makes BEKS so unique

Very short delivery times

Easy to assembly

Crash proof

5 - 10 business days

Short assembly time;

See crash-test simulation

High reliability

(module is delivered ready for assembly)

Low ‘total cost of ownership’

Comprehensive

Long longevity

Every extra 10 kg will cost 0.1 litre fuel per

accessory list

Can be easily transferred

100 km extra

Drawers can be configured according to

to another vehicle

your wishes and needs

7-year warranty

NO endless search

with ‘3-5-7 plan’

for your stuff

No penetration of outside dirt

Visit our website for more information

More time for real work

Components cannot spring from drawer

1 minute of searching will cost you and your
customer 1 euro!
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Completely sealed all around

YEAR
G UA R A N T EE

Effortless storage
Do you want an organised loading space to easily store and find
your tools? Do you like to work efficient and comfortably, without
having to get in and out of your car all the time? Discover the
BEKS lightweight storage system.
This unique drawer system gives you an overview of your materials
and tools. The smooth loading floor on top of the drawer system is
perfectly suited for large and heavy objects. The complete cargo
“You can’t stand up straight in my car, so no wall

space of your care is used, and your care is representative, safe, and

racks for me anymore. I have more space and

organised. Because of the low point of gravity, your company car

overview now. Moreover, I can easily transport

will tilt less in curves. You can evenly distribute the weight in the

another pallet on top of the double loading floor”

lightweight drawer system.
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Endless possibilities
The ideal configuration of your company car is up to you with
BEKS drawer systems. Because of the many sizes, you can
combine endlessly, and your system will be produced according
your wishes and specifications in 10 business days. The system is
also easy to install and can be used in any car.
The many configuration possibilities of the drawers improve the
overview. The colour of the front of the drawer is grey by default
but can also be supplied in black if desired. The lightweight
drawer systems are built with sustainable materials. BEKS uses
aluminium, stainless steel, steel, and wood.
Do you need a new car? No problem! The system can easily be transferred.
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Customers such as Vreman Water and bed producer Arjo
Huntleigh show that also cars which do not belong to the primary
target group of BEKS-for-Vans, can be equipped just fine with a
BEKS-drawer system.
The starting point in determining the ideal configuration is the
car, and secondly the materials and tools to be transported.
Everything that needs to be taken along standardly, gets a logical
and fixed place. The puzzle often starts with the largest and most
voluminous item. Step by step, the ideal configuration is shaped.
The realisation of the design, the installation by qualified BEKSpartners, and delivery of the configured vehicle to the end user, is
always a festive event.
Customisation, preferably with as much standard sizes as possible,
that is what BEKS does.
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Veterinary Vehicle Solutions
Do you want a vehicle which is not only organised and hygienic,
but is also equipped with all amenities you need as a veterinary?
Such as a CoolBox with extra power supply, 230 volts for a printer,
running water with drainage, and the option to waste separation.
Discover the lightweight storage system of BEKS-for-Vets.
This unique drawer system gives you a perfect overview. On the
smooth loading floor on top of the drawer system, you can easily
transport large things, but also for your groceries or other private
uses. You use the complete loading volume of your car and maintain visibility all around. Your car is hygienic, representative,
safe, and organised. Because of the low point of gravity of this lightweight drawer system, your car will tilt less in bends.
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Endless possibilities
The unique BEKS-for-Vets drawer system goes further where
other systems stop. Because of the many sizes, you can
combine endlessly. The system is built up modularly, and
the many accessories create a lot of possibilities both in and
outside the drawers.
You can use the system in any car and can be easily transferred
to another car. The system is built with sustainable and
lightweight materials such as aluminium and lightweight
wood. The frame is of high-quality stainless steel.
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Dynnox Stretcher system with BEKSconstruction
For transporting heavy RX-equipment with all accessories, or for
a complete treatment unit for a horse dentist, including power
supply, running water, and compressed air. The Dynnox is ready!
Dynnox is a multi-functional loading, unloading, and transport
system for company cars, comparable with the principle of
an ambulance stretcher. Because of the unique and versatile
functionality, the Dynnox saves time and is an employee-friendly
transport vehicle.
You do no longer have to lift heavy materials and using Dynnox saves you many trips from and to your company car when
you have to take many things to the workplace. Tell us your wishes, and we will come by to show you the possibilities of
Dynnox!
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THE FLEET ORGANIZER

BEKS - The Fleet organizer
From the founding of BEKS, customers with a large fleet of cars are
important. GEAS, for example, has been an important customer of
BEKS for 15 years, and have been at the cradle for BEKS-for-Fleet.
The Dutch ANWB also found at BEKS-for-Fleet what they could
not find elsewhere; the strongest, lightest, and most reliable
drawer system. The Van Delft Group followed and many other
customers are now finding their way to BEKS.
“Every 10 kg added, will cost 0.1 litre fuel per 100 km
extra”
- Fleet Manager Structon
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THE FLEET ORGANIZER

Customised quality
As a producer, BEKS standardly delivers its drawer systems
superfast. From design to realisation in 10 business days.
Specially for fleet clients, even customised work is possible in
this short lead time. Save on weight, or deviating sizes? No
problem! BEKS-for-Fleet always goes a step further than you
expect.
Very reliable, strong, sophisticated, very attractively priced, and
also with a high level of quality. Personalised? Your own logo on

“Searching for one minute will cost you and your

the handle? Maybe your house style implemented in the cargo

customer 1 euro”

space? No problem. Feel free to contact BEKS-for-Fleet or one
of our partners.
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- Fleet Manager GEAS

BEKS - The Blue organizer
For almost 10 years, police, both domestic and abroad, find
their way to BEKS, which usually goes through specialised
installation partners, companies which have completely
focused on configuring police and emergency vehicles. BEKS is
proud to be part of these conversions.
“With the BEKS-for-Blue closets, we are using space hitherto
unused.”
- Fleet Manager Police
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In difficult circumstances
BEKS-for-Blue has many brave users who do their job in
difficult and stressful circumstances. The equipment is often
roughly dealt with. No problem for BEKS. Our products have
been designed to also function in these difficult circumstances.
As a producer, BEKS standardly delivers its drawer systems
superfast. From design to realisation in 10 business days.
Specially for BEKS-for-Blue clients, customised work is possible.
Save on weight, or deviating sizes? No problem! BEKS-for-Blue

Personalised? Your own logo on the handle? Maybe

always goes a step further.

your house style implemented in the cargo space?
No problem. Feel free to contact BEKS-for-Blue or

Very reliable, strong, sophisticated, very attractively priced, and

one of our partners.

also with a high level of quality.
“If our users do not break it, you have a top-notch
product.”
- Fleet Manager Police
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Technical data

PACTO-Line - TopDrawer

Technical specifications Pacto-Line & TopDrawer
Internal dimensions drawer
A
117
85

P
196
85

B
275
185

Q
354
185

Width drawer internal (b)

30
257

40
357

50
457

60
557

Length drawer internal (d)
PACTO-Line
TopDrawer
Standard divider

60
457
-

70
557
-

80
657
-

90
757
-

Height drawer internal (h)
Height aluminium drawer cheek

Maximum load capacity

C
432
185

R
511
185

D
590
185

105
902
1+1*

120
1 047
1+1*

135
1 192
1+1*

150
1 337
1+1*

165
1 482
1+1*

175
1 627
1+1*

190
1 772
1+1*

* 1 divider assembled and 1 divider supplied separately, including fixing material

60KG

100KG

Internal dimensions open box
Height open box internal (h)

O20
160

O27
239

O35
318

O43
397

Width open box internal (b)

30
275

40
374

50
473

60
572

Length open box internal (d)

60
540

70
640

80
740

Height unit external (h)

19
191

27
270

Width unit external (b)

30
315

Length unit external (d) *

60
591

An open box standard has got a wooden bottom of 9 mm

O50
476

O58
555

O65
633

90
840

105
985

120
1 130

135
1 275

150
1 420

165
1 565

175
1 710

190
1 855

35
348

43
427

51
506

59
585

66
663

76
761

84
839

92
918

100
996

108
1 075

40
415

50
515

60
615

70
715

80
815

90
915

100
1 015

110
1 115

120
1 215

130
1 315

140
1 415

70
691

80
791

90
891

105
1 036

120
1 181

135
1 326

150
1 471

165
1 616

175
1 761

190
1 906

External dimensions unit

* Including 35 mm of the handle

115
1 154

123
1 233

131
1 310

Dimensions are displayed in millimeters

Version 2019-09-31
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Dimensions are displayed in milimeters

BEKS Systems B.V.
Do you want more information about us or our drawer
systems? Please contact us. You can reach us with the contact
details below or send your message directly via the form.
BEKS Systems B.V.
Goudenrijderhof 8
5551 VJ Valkenswaard
tel. +31 40 204 5052

Configure your car with the online wizard on the
BEKS-website or with one of our dealers!

www.beks-systems.com
info@beks-systems.com
Your dealer:

BEKS Systems B.V. maintains the right to change the dimensions of its systems, including the information offered, without further
announcement at all times.

